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The Chaser members. Charles Firth.Firth decided in 1999 that the founding members should produce a
newspaper, in an attempt not to "grow up". Firth was the main person who got the project underway and was
at the helm of the newspaper until its collapse in 2005.
The Chaser - Wikipedia
Animals. Chaser (dog), the name of an American female Border Collie dog with an extensive memory
Chaser, a horse trained for steeple-chasing; Chaser, a type of dragonfly; Entertainment "Chaser" (song), a
2016 song by Carrie Underwood "Chaser", a song by The Wonder Years from The Greatest Generation; The
Chaser, an Australian comedy group; The Chaser, a 1938 US film
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Every time I publish something criticizing the social justice movement, I briefly consider my own mortality. But
I figure the manosphere is less of a worry.
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